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§1 The dubious ubiquity of labial consonants

1.1 A typological claim

Jakobson (: –) / (: –):

e first consonantal opposition is that of nasal and oral stop (e.g.,mama–papa),
whi is followed by the opposition of labials and dentals (e.g., papa–tata andmama-
nana).

ese two oppositions form the minimal consonantal system of the languages of
the world. ese are the only oppositions that cannot be laing anywhere, provided
that there is no deformity of the spee apparatus (dyslalia labialis).

Even Hawaiian, whi has a small and typologically unusual consonant inventory, has both of
these oppositions, though they appear not to cross-classify fully:¹

() Consonant inventory of Hawaiian (Herd : )
p k ʔ

h
m n
w l

1.2 A challenge: Mohawk

e inventory of Mohawk (and other Iroquoian languages) presents an apparent counterexample:

() Phonemic inventory of Mohawk (based on Bonvillain’s (: , ) inventory for Ak-
wesasne and Mielson’s (b: ) for Caughnawaga; all symbols converted to IPA)²
a. Consonants:

alveolar palatal velar gloal
stops t k ʔ
affricate (ʧ)
fricatives s h
nasal n
liquid l/r
semivowels j w

. Hawaiian is typically described as laing phonemic /t/; however, [t] does occur as a variant of /k/ (Sütz ),
and in that capacity it does contrast with /p/.
. Bonvillain () transcribes the affricate as /j/ (i.e., /ʤ/), but indicates that it, like the stops, has voiced and
voiceless variants in non-contrastive distribution. Mielson (b) does not include an affricate in her inventory.
ere is one liquid, whose realization varies from one dialect to another. Akwesasne has /l/; Caughnawaga has /r/.
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b. Vowels:
front central ba

unrounded unrounded rounded
high i u͂
mid e ʌ͂ o
low a

e labial–coronal contrast is not necessarily entirely laing, depending onwhat onemight have
to say about the /w/–/j/ and /u͂/–/i/ oppositions. Bonvillain lists /w/ as a dorsovelar, but that
doesn’t mean that it doesn’t involve labial articulation; in particular, she shows /wh/ coalescing
to [f]:

() /oʔwhahsa/ [oʔfahsa] ‘skirt’ (Bonvillain : )

In any case, there are no labial consonantal phonemes in the native inventory of Mohawk.

1.3 Theoretical motivations for the typological claim

1.3.1 Acquisition and markedness

Many theories of markedness follow Jakobson (, ) in predicting a correlation between
acquisition and typology, very roughly stated in ():

()  ↔ 

is can be expressed in various formal terms, e.g.:

• hierarical organization of features (Jakobson, Fant & Halle ; Beers )
• filters or feature co-occurrence constraints (Calabrese ; Levelt & van Oostendorp )
• universal markedness constraints that must be demoted (Gnanadesikan )
• universal natural processes that must be suppressed or restricted (Stampe )

Labial consonants tend to be acquired very early by learners of languages that have them at all
(e.g., Beers : ), so to the extent that our theories of markedness predict the correlation in
(), we expect them to be very common, perhaps even ubiquitous.

Formal representations of markedness are motivated not only by (), but also by phenomena su
as assimilation and neutralization. (See Rice () for an overview of the uses of markedness.)
ey typically assign an intermediate value to labials:

() a. e Major Place of Articulation (PoA) Scale (de Lacy : ):
dorsal > labial > coronal > gloal

b. Harmonic bounding for PoA constraints (de Lacy : ):

*[Place] *[xPlace] *[xxPlace] *[xxxPlace]

ʔ: [oooPlace] *

t: [xooPlace] * *

p: [xxoPlace] * * *

k: [xxxPlace] * * * *
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Given the representations and constraints in (b), wemight expect any system that tolerates /k/ to
admit /p/ as well (although free ranking of de Lacy’s () family of I constraints weakens
this prediction).

1.3.2 Dispersion Theory

Under the functionalist view of inventories embodied in Dispersioneory (Liljencrants & Lind-
blom ; Kirner ; Ní Chiosáin & Padge ; Padge ; Sanders ; Flemming
, ), the Mohawk consonant inventory is also unexpected.

() Comparative tableau: Mohawk stops vs. two alternative systems³

H M P S T W

/ t k ʔ/ ∼ /p t k ʔ/ L ()

/ t k ʔ/ ∼ /p k ʔ/ L

Given (), the only way for the Mohawk stop inventory to emerge as optimal is if there is a
high-ranking constraint specifically penalizing labials—whi takes us ba to markedness.

§2 The mystery of the borrowed labials

Many languages with small inventories adapt loanwords to their native phonologies, sometimes
with quite drastic effects:

() English /t, d, θ, ð, s, z, ʃ, ʒ, ʧ, ʤ, k, ɡ/→ Hawaiian /k/ (Herd : , )
a. /keaka/ ‘theatre’
b. /paikeneka/ ‘percent’
c. /kaakini/ ‘dozen’
d. /kalana/ ‘gallon’
e. /kanuwika/ ‘sandwi’

Early in the history of its contact with Fren, Mohawk followed this paern, as in the proper
names in ().

() Early adaptation of Fren names into Mohawk (Bonvillain : )
a. /wanik/ Monique
b. /atu͂ːwa/ omas
c. /walijaːnʌ͂/ Marianne
d. /sawatis/ Jean-Baptiste
e. /taːwit/ David
f. /kol/ Paul
g. /kel/ Pierre
h. /kelisite/ Félicité

Fren /m, b, v/→ Mohawk /w/;
Fren /p, f/→ Mohawk /k/

. ‘H M P’ is a stand-in for any constraint along the lines of Flemming’s () M C,
Ní Chiosáin & Padge’s () W, or Padge’s () *M; ‘S T W’ represents constraints
su as Flemming’s () M, Kirner’s () D, and Padge’s () S.
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Later borrowings, however, contain imported labial consonants:

() Later adaptation of Fren words into Mohawk (Bonvillain : ; : ; : )
a. /aplam/ Abram
b. /majis/ Moîse
c. /papaʔ/ Papa
d. /lapahpot/ la barbote ‘catfish’
e. /raparoet/ la brouee ‘wheelbarrow’

Fren /m/ → /m/;
Fren /b, p/→ /p/

Is there something about labials, or something about Mohawk, that caused the language to start
allowing /p/ and /m/?

(Also, why did Fren /b/ initially paern with /m/ and subsequently with /p/?)

Mohawk did not solve our typological problem by importing labial consonants from France; we
still have to contend with the language as it was before contact, and now we have the additional
mystery of why Mohawk is more amenable to /m/ than Hawaiian is to /s/.

§3 /p/ as in Postal

Postal (, ) offers a striking perspective on the typological problem.

() Partial contrastive hierary of Mohawk phonemes (Postal : )
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What’s that /p/ doing there?⁴ Postal (: , fn. ):

p has never been recognized in treatments of Iroquoian phonology on the ground
that no [p], [b], [m] etc. occur in the language. It is easy to show, however, that su
a fourth true consonant must be recognized on the systematic phonemic level.

Postal (): ere is an underlying segment /p/ that is realized as [kw].

e primary evidence for this claim comes from the existence of surface [kw] sequences that
behave as though they were single segments.

. Another thing one might wonder about is why the glides are specified as [+consonantal]. Postal (: – fn.
,  fn. ,  fn. ) argues that they paern as [+consonantal] phonologically, but are [–consonantal] phonetically.
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3.1 Open syllable lengthening

Stressed vowels lengthen “before a single consonant” (Postal : )—i.e., in open syllables
(Mielson b: ).

A stressed vowel followed by a [kw] sequence derived from underlying /ko/ remains short (a),
but before a [kw] sequence derived from what Postal analyzes as /p/, it lengthens (b–c).

() Stressed vowels before /koV/ or /pV/ (Postal : )
a. /hra+ko+as/ [ˈrakwas] ‘he pis it’
b. /hra+upeh/ [ˈruːkweh] ‘man’
c. /opirʔ/ [ˈoːkwireʔ] ‘bran’⁵

3.2 Morpheme structure

Postal (: –) argues that Mohawk does not allow tautomorphemic /Cw/ sequences at
all. is generality of this statement depends on the possibility of analyzing surface tautomor-
phemic [kw] as deriving from a single segment (Postal’s /p/) in cases where it does not come
from prevocalic /ko/.⁶

3.3 Word-final (non-)realization

3.3.1 Deletion

Postal (:  fn. ) writes that Mohawk “has a rule whi deletes word-final [+Abrupt Onset]
segments in nouns only”; this rule treats /p/ [kw] as a single segment.

() Nouns Verbs
a. [kâːsereh␣] ‘vehicle’ [keʔserehtanûːweʔs] ‘I like vehicles’
b. [oshes␣] ‘honey’ [keshestanûːweʔs] ‘I like honey’
c. [katsheʔ␣] ‘can’ [ketsheʔtanûːweʔs] ‘I like cans’
d. [odzistoh␣] ‘star’ [kdzistohkwanûːweʔs] ‘I like stars’

3.3.2 Realization

Postal (: –) reports that while word-final /w/ is normally realized as [f], word-final
/p/ is realized not as *[kf], but as [k], or, for “a handful of related speakers,” [kw].

3.4 Epenthesis

Postal identifies Mohawk /p/ with the Proto-Siouan-Iroquoian *p reconstructed by Chafe (),
and uses comparisons betweenMohawk andOneida to show thatwhile earlier consonant-sonorant
clusters, including *kw, were subject to historical (and in some cases still synronically active)
epenthesis in Mohawk (but not Oneida), monosegmental *p gave rise to modern surface [kw]
with no epenthesis (in both languages):

. Postal (: ) glosses this as ‘bran’, but it is translated elsewhere as ‘bush’ or ‘tree’ (e.g., Baker : ).
. Both Bonvillain () and Mielson (a: ) indicate that tautomorphemic [sw] is possible; however, this
may be analyzable as /so/.
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() Mohawk Oneida
a. *kw [kewistos] [kwistos] ‘I am cold’ (Postal : )
b. *kr [onutakeriʔ] [onutakliʔ] ‘beer’ / ‘sugar’ (Postal : )
c. *tw [tewanûːweʔs] [twanûːwehseʔ] ‘we several like it’ (Postal : )
d. *p [ruːkweh] [lukwe] ‘man’ (Postal : )

§4 /k/ as in Kiparsky

Kiparsky (: –) argues that there is an alternative explanation for the epenthesis pat-
tern—namely, that it’s a derived environment effect. e difference between [kewistos] and
[ruːkweh], under this interpretation, is not /kw/ vs. /p/, but rather /k+w/ vs. /kw/ ([kewistos]
being derived from /k+wisto+s/).

is analysis of the epenthesis facts does not eliminate the grounds for treating Postal’s /p/ as a
single segment:

As Mielson (b: –) points out, epenthesis in Mohawk needs to be able to apply within
a morpheme. (We can identify (some) epenthetic vowels by their invisibility to stress assignment;
stress typically appears on the penultimate non-epenthetic vowel.)

() a. /jo+tsiʔnkwar/ [otˈsîːnekwar] ‘yellow’ (Mielson b: )
b. /t+k+atawjaʔt+s/ [tkaˈtawejaʔts] ‘I enter’ (Mielson b: )
c. /k+nohkwanrʌ͂k+s/ [kenohˈkwanerʌ͂k+s] ‘I’m tying it

in a bundle’
(Mielson : )

An epenthetic [e] is inserted in C+CC clusters where C1 is not a gloal and C2 is not a fricative
(Mielson : –), but [kw] does not act like a cluster here, either:

() a. /wak+ǌak+s/ [wakeǌaks] ‘I get married’ (Mielson b: )
b. /hs+theʔt+haʔ/ [sethêːthaʔ] ‘you are pounding’ (Mielson b: )
c. /ak+tshe+ʔ/ [aketsheʔ] ‘my jar’ (Mielson : )
d. /k+ʔnikhu+s/ [keʔnikhus] ‘I sew’ (Mielson b: )
e. /k+kwit+haʔ/ [kkwithaʔ] ‘I move it’ (Mielson b: )

All the non-epenthesis evidence for /p/ remains—e.g., restricting epenthesis to derived environ-
ments doesn’t explain the contrast in ():

() Repeated from ()
a. /hra+ko+as/ [ˈrakwas] ‘he pis it’
b. /hra+upeh/ [ˈruːkweh] ‘man’

Mielson (b, ) aributes the behaviour of /kw/ to syllable structure: unlike most other
clusters (but in common with /ts/), /kw/ can be parsed into a complex onset. But it’s not clear
why /kw/ should be different in this way.

§5 Another interpretation

Postal’s claim that /p/ [kw] is a single segment is fairly persuasive. But should we really believe
that it’s /p/?
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If Mohawk already had an underlying /p/ that mapped to surface [kw], how did it manage to
acquire another /p/, whi surfaces faithfully, through contact with Fren?

What, exactly, does it mean to identify the underlying native segment as /p/? Postal does not
assume full specification underlyingly; rather, underlying features are assigned on the basis of a
contrastive hierary, as in ().⁷ e segment that Postal symbolizes as /p/ is identified by its
features simply as a labial obstruent.

5.1 [kw] qua /kw/

Suppose instead thatwe say that the segment is something like /kʷ/ underlyingly—monosegmental
and labial, but also velar. is is entirely consistent with the idea that it splits into a [kw] se-
quence.⁸ It is also compatible with specifications based on a contrastive hierary. Here, I assume
monovalent place features:

() a. Dividing the stop inventory:

PPPP
����

∅
Q

Q
�

�
∅

/ʔ/

Coronal

/t/

Dorsal
QQ��

∅

/k/

Labial

/kʷ/

b. e resulting feature specifications:

/ʔ/ /t/

Coronal

/k/

Dorsal

/kʷ/
b

bb
"

""
Dorsal Labial

Given these native representations, it would be fairly easy for Mohawk to create new segments
specified with only Labial place (a subset of the specifications of /kʷ/). us Mohawk could
import /p/ from Fren without needing to use any new features, but the imported /p/ could still
be featurally distinct from the segment that surfaces as [kw].

5.2 Implications

e system in () is still unusual in a couple of ways:

. It includes a complex [Dorsal, Labial] segment without also having a simple [Labial] seg-
ment. (But see D’Arcy () for a discussion of analogous sets of specifications in vowel
inventories with a three-way place/rounding contrast.)

. It includes a contrastive secondary articulation that has a very narrow scope. Feature
Economy (Clements , inter alia) predicts that if labialization is contrastive on velars,
it should be contrastive on other consonants, too.

. As per Cherry, Halle & Jakobson () and Halle (), and anticipating Dresher, Piggo & Rice (), Dresher
(), and Hall ().
. If indeed it does split; Hopkins () actually shows kʷ in some transcriptions, though without addressing the
question of Postal’s /p/; e.g., she transcribes ‘man’ as “rúːkʷeʔ ” (Hopkins : ; cf. (b)).
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On the other hand, the labiality of /kʷ/ in su a small system acts more like a major place
contrast. e Mohawk consonant system as analyzed here ends up looking strikingly similar to
that of Wiita:

() Consonant inventory of Wiita (Rood : )
t k kʷ ʔ
ʦ
s h
r

j w

It is also reminiscent of Jakobson’s (: ) remarks about Tlingit, whose speakers traditionally
wore “a large and heavy labret” as in Figure :

Even in these cases the labial series finds a aracteristic substitute in velar con-
sonants with an accompanying u-sound: in this way, e.g., yāk (‘shell fish’) and yāku

(‘canoe’) are distinguished.

a. Tlingit woman with labret (Jakobson : ) b. Labret in a mask (Emmons : )

Figure 1: Extralinguistic reasons for the replacement of labial consonants in Tlingit

Q: Does Mohawk as analyzed in () mat our typological expectations?

A: Yes, but only if these expectations are expressed in purely formal terms. E.g.:

Incompatible: All languages have consonants whose primary place of articulation is either
bilabial or labiodental.

Incompatible: All languages have labial consonants because these create robust auditory
contrasts with coronals and dorsals.

Compatible: All consonant systems use the feature [Labial] contrastively.

If () is on the right tra, then:

• e feature [Labial] is used contrastively in Mohawk,

• but the scope of that contrast is unusually narrow.
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